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About This Game

Off-Road Drive, the off-road racing simulation for PC, is the first game ever to deliver a true-to-life, off-road, extreme racing
experience. Players will take part in The Russian trophy, Off-Road Trial, Thai Trophy and many other events through the worst

driving conditions with a variety of natural obstacles like swamps, rocks, snow and sand.
No other game features this variety of off-road sport vehicles including tuned stock SUVs and trucks, as well as several classes
of prototypes specifically built for off-road driving. The vehicles can be equipped with an assortment of special cross-country

equipment and accessories including winches, low gear, differential gear locking, clinometer, altimeter, tire air pressure control,
sand tracks, etc.

There has never been such an innovative simulation of interactive terrain response as well. Terrain under the vehicle will act just
like it does in real life, the car will sink in dirt, the dirt will create a rut and will stick to the car and tires affecting its handling.
Stones will fly from underneath the wheels and damage other trucks. The game will feature various surfaces that will not only
affect tire friction but have complex reactions based on car weight, speed, wheel torque, tire condition, time on this surface,

depth of car immersion into the surface and much more.

Key Features:

Leading international off-road championships.

Racing and mud bogging.

Tough challenges and obstacles to beat.
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Special off-road equipment and accessories (Lowered gearing, front/rear locking differentials, winch, etc.).
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Title: Off-Road Drive
Genre: Racing, Simulation
Developer:
1C-Avalon
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7

Processor: Intel Pentium IV 2 GHz

Memory: 1GB

Hard Disk Space: 8GB

Video Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible video card with 256 MB RAM

Sound: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card

English,German,Russian,Italian,French
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Asteroids clone with some very minor upgrades. Weapons upgrades persist after death, but reset at the start of each stage, which
is frustrating. Get it on sale.. A perfect distillation of everything horizontal shooters do well. Borrows heavily from Gradius and
R-Type in its approach to level design (lots of environmental hazards, traps, etc), and features an arseload of weapons to play
around with, many of which you'll recognise from other classic horis. It's boss. Get it.. Super cute and relaxing. I loved both of
the happy endings: 'Sweetness and Light' & 'Strawberry Kisses'. All of the badges, emotes, and backgrounds are also really cute.
♥♥. 5 July 2018

For those unaware, this game is essentially a version of the LoL GM web-based game made into a client-based game. Both of
the games are simple text-based games with relatively little player control and randomly generated players. Therefore, the game
can certainly come off as bare-bones to those used to more in-depth games such as Football Manager. I must admit that it is
hard not to see it that way, however I think the charm of this game is its simplicity. This is a game you can just kind of setup the
way you want and let it run without having to micromanage just about anything. It's a neat little game to play on the side while
you are working on homework or watching a TV show that is taking up the bulk of your attention. As far as I'm aware this was
created by a one-man team and has been an ever evolving project for many years, starting with sports based management games
before moving into esports. Therefore, I do give the developer a little leeway in terms of bugs and features, and the amount of
time it takes to implement new ideas.

All of that said, I simply cannot recommend this game for purchase at $20. At it's current launch state the game runs and that is
about it. Half of the features are bugged and will crash your game and you are unable to customize anything without creating or
downloading a custom database file, which can be incredibly time consuming. As I stated earlier, the game is incredibly bare-
bones and lacks a lot of substance that games like Football Manager bring to the table. Not to mention there is already a web-
based version of this exact game available for FREE. I understand that the developer is looking to bring in some much deserved
cash flow to continue developing the game, but $20 is just too steep a price to pay. I would be willing to pay at maximum $10
and I feel that somewhere between $5-$8 would be a nice middle ground.

I'm a big Paradox Interactive fan so I don't mind supporting a game that is unfinished at launch and will take time to fully flesh
out, but that should also come with a lower cash amount needed to get into the game and only later, if the game is doing well,
would I be willing to invest more money into it to see continued progress towards the ultimate goal.

If you want to try a "demo" of this game go to http:\/\/lol.zengm.com\/ and give it a try!. I have played this game a little and I
must say I enjoy it. It has a nice feeling and I like the camera transitions. I think it would be more fun with a controller (yes, it
does offer gamepad support) but unfortunatelly I don't own one.

I'm not sure if it's just on my PC but I don't like the fact that the console is always running in the background and if you try to
close it the game crashes.

Overall an enjoyable game for the price paid (got it at a discount).. Achievement spam trash. Why did I buy this?. The Day
Before only takes 30 minutes to finish, but it really isn't worth your time. The first level is moderately open for exploration, but
after that you're locked into a very linear tunnel system with an overly obvious path to the finish. There isn't really a puzzle
about where you're supposed to go or what you're supposed to do, so the game provides no satisfaction as you merely perform
the motion to advance the game. You'll eventually reach a boss and the game will suddenly end. I'm guessing the abrupt ending
is supposed to get you hooked to play the full game Scrap Garden, but The Day Before utterly fails to leave you wanting more.

Here's to hoping Scrap Garden will be much better than this free prequel.. Empty game, literally nobody playing. Dead, no
support. Get Guns of Icarus instead.
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Stay away from this game. When I first saw this series it seemed like a brilliant idea, ironclad vs ironclad hasn't really been done
before but the game is completly uninished and has a complete lack of almost evreything. It takes forever to play even a single
engagement, you can't control your guns, you can only control a few ships at a time not the whole fleet, no custom battles or
even any customisation of the game at all, you can't even get a list of the key bindings and in all honesty I baught this at 90% off
on a steam sale. I wish I hadn't waisted my money. Very few people will find this game worth any amount of time because there
is really nothing to do at all and you'll be bored out of your mind so you're much better off going saving your money and doing
some digging for another game. Everything is great. Just reviewing the bass side of this track and it can be tied up in one word:
fast.
This song will make you learn to play faster so that you can keep up with it and that aspect of the song can make this song really
hard for some. I would recommend for intermediate player for challenge and experienced player for fun.. It's a just VR strip
club in the shooter wrapping. Liked this small city. A good change of pace to build up a transit system in a un-complicated
enviroment. A good counter to the headache one gets when trying to manage Tokyo.. Meh. May be worth it for 1€ and you have
nothing better to do in ~2 hours of your life.

Lamer story than the first one, if that's possible, but I guess more effort was put into the dialog. It still feels like it was
written by a 12 year old kid.

Better engine than the first game.

Less forced grind without any story progress than the first game, however this is accomplished by you being assaulted by
enemies so frequently.

Really short. Feels rushed.

Not much in the way of level progression or item progression, and my characters had way fewer skills & spells than the
first game.

Extremely easy to beat.

. This game is a unique gem. It is unlike any other game, and yet is very satisfying. It's easy to get lost (litterally) in the
exponential world of Hyperogue, and if you like exploration and discovery, it might be for you.

Collecting the sheer mass of badges is extremely fullfilling and watching your kill counters and trophies rise is the main drive
for gameplay.

Really great game, I would definitelly recommend.. This is a 3D VR take on an old arcade game from the '80s called Bank
Panic. It appears that it was designed to be a family friendly game, it isn't scary or violent (except for shooting cartoons). The
basic idea is that customers or robbers will come through one of several doors and your job is to collect and throw bags of
money into a safe or shoot the bad guys. In between levels, there are one of three different challenges: Shoot the right bad guy
coming through a door, survive a bomb thrower that can\u2019t be killed, or bottle shooting.

The graphics are cartoonish, but that really doesn\u2019t hurt the game. The sounds are pretty well done, although the music
gets repetitive. For new players, some of the level changes and understanding what is supposed to be done has proven to be a bit
of a problem. I had no trouble figuring it out, but had to explain things to several guests before they understood things like not
shooting every man that walks through the door because he looks like he\u2019s a bad guy. Holstering the guns takes a little
practice and confused several people.

The concept for the game play is pretty good, but more variety would have been welcome. It does get very repetitive and
eventually the games turns into so many customers\/robbers coming through the doors that the challenge becomes how fast you
can turn around. There are some glitches: If you shoot wildly between rounds, hitting the Options panel and closing it
immediately (due to wild shooting), you can end up is a state where the game stays at the same score but resets the level back to
1. You can simply duck low in many situations to avoid getting shot or avoid 90% of the bombs.
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Overall, this is a worthy VR game, especially for kids and guests that may never have tried a VR game before. It takes a bit of
explaining and has a few glitches but it is fun. I\u2019d love to see something like a remake of a game like Cheyenne where the
scenes would change. Western themed VR games are a big hole waiting to be filled at this point.
. One nice casual indie puzzle game with relaxing visuals and music that you can actually play for a while and won't get you
bored.. I loved it, simple as that.
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